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Name 101
Story Items
 1. The newspapers made up a name for Andrew. What name?

 2. Underline 2 reasons why Andrew didn’t daydream anymore.

• He was too tired.  • He was too busy.

• His life was like his daydreams.  • He was losing his strength.

 3. Everything changed when Andrew started playing with the Titans. 
How did the players change?

• They complained more.   • They played better.

 4. How did the coaches change?

• They yelled less.   • They yelled more.

• They practiced less.

 5. How did the owners of the team change?

 • They didn’t talk about fi ring Denny.

 • They didn’t talk about winning.

 • They didn’t go to the games.

 6. When a player ran into Andrew it felt like running into 

.

 7. On the sixth Sunday, Andrew felt strange. When he was getting 
dressed for the game, he noticed that his hands and feet

  .

 8. Andrew used to be as strong as an African elephant. He was now as 
strong as .

 9. How did Andrew feel when he realized he was losing his strength?

• frightened   • angry   • happy

Lesson 101 1© SRA/McGraw-Hill.  All rights reserved.
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Review Items
 10. The biggest state in the United States is .

 11. The second-biggest state in the United States is .

 12. Underline the names of 2 states in the United States that are bigger 
than Japan.

• Ohio   • California   • Texas   • Alaska

 13. All machines make it easier for someone to .

Fill in the blanks on the time line.

 14. Write now next to the dot 
that shows the year now.

 15. Write 3 thousand years ago 
next to the right dot.

 16. Write 1 hundred years ago 
next to the right dot.

 17. Write 2 thousand years ago 
next to the right dot.

 18. Write 2 hundred years ago 
next to the right dot.

GO TO PART C IN YOUR TEXTBOOK.

1,000 years ago
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102
Story Items

 1. When Andrew was as strong as an elephant, he didn’t play as hard as 

he could have because he didn’t want to 

.

 2. Andrew was tackled in the fi rst game he played after his strength 

faded. Had Andrew ever been tackled before? 

 3. How many times did Andrew get tackled in that game? 

 4. How many touchdowns did Andrew make? 

 5. Did Mean George think that Andrew did a good job or a bad job in 

the game? 

 6. When the game was over, Andrew sat in the locker room. How did 

his arms and legs feel? 

 7. What was happening to him? 

.

 8. Andrew imagined what the fans would do when he lost all his 
strength. Andrew thought the fans would . Underline 2 things.

• cheer  • boo  • clap  • throw things onto the fi eld

 9. The Titans were different during the practices. Underline 2 ways they 
were different.

  • They took it easy. • They blamed each other.

  • They ran faster. • They tried harder.

 10. How strong was Andrew at the end of the story? 

Lesson 102 3
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Andrew was getting weaker. The stopwatches below show some of his 
hang-times.

 11. Cross out the stopwatch that shows his hang-time when he was 
weakest.

 12. Circle the stopwatch that shows the best hang-time.

 13. How many seconds are shown on the stopwatch that you crossed out?

 14. How many seconds are shown on the stopwatch that you circled?

  

Review Items

 15. What’s the boiling temperature of water?

• 212 miles   • 212 degrees   • 112 degrees

 16. When a glass of water gets hotter, which way does the temperature 

go? 

 17. An oven gets colder. So what do you know about the temperature of 

the oven? 

 18. When the temperature goes up, the number of  gets bigger.

• miles   • degrees   • hours   • miles per hour

GO TO PART C IN YOUR TEXTBOOK.

4   Lesson 102 © SRA/McGraw-Hill.  All rights reserved.
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103
Story Items

 1. Were Andrew’s hang-times getting longer or shorter? 

 2. What did Andrew do to stay away from the players on the other 
team?

• ran faster  •  ran over them  • kicked the ball

 3. What would happen to the Titans if they won the game in today’s 
story?

  • They’d win the championship.

  • They’d play in the championship game.

  • They’d play 3 more games.

 4. When Andrew kicked the fi eld goal, how far did he kick it?

• 90 yards   • 50 yards   • 40 yards   • 60 yards

 5. How did the Titans feel after the game? 

 6. How long was it before the championship game?

• 1 week   • 2 weeks   • 3 weeks

 7. Andrew squeezed the handle of his locker. What was he trying to 

fi nd out? 

 8. What happened when he squeezed it? 

 9. What did Andrew want for the team? 

 10. When Andrew fi rst played with the Titans, he was as strong as 

.

 11. In today’s story, Andrew was as strong as .

Lesson 103 5
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Review Items

 12. Which weighs more, one gram or one water strider?

 13. How many ants would it take to weigh one gram?

• about 10    • about 100    • about 1000

 14. What’s the boiling temperature of water? 

 15. Which object is the hottest? 

 16. What is the temperature of that object? 

 17. Which object is the coldest? 

 18. What is the temperature of that object? 

      
    A B C
    45 degrees 30 degrees 60 degrees

GO TO PART C IN YOUR TEXTBOOK.

6  Lesson 103
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104
Story Items

 1. Why couldn’t Andrew play in the championship game? 

  

 2. Andrew told Denny he’d lost his strength. What did Denny tell 

Andrew to do? 

 3. When Andrew went to the locker room who followed him?

• nobody   • Denny   • some teammates

 4. When Mean George slapped Andrew on the back, it hurt Andrew. 

Would that slap hurt Handy Andy? 

 5. Did Andrew go to the ball park for the championship game? 

 6. Who did he think would win the championship game? 

  

 7. What did Andrew want to watch on TV?  

  

 8. What happened when he turned on his TV set?

• nothing   • the set worked   • the doorbell rang

 9. What did Andrew wiggle? 

 10. What was wrong with the electric cord?  

  

 11. When Andrew wiggled the plug, his fi nger touched bare metal and 

Andrew got .

 12. How did the shock make Andrew’s feet and legs feel? 

  

Lesson 104 7
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Review Items

 13. Are beetles living things? 

 14. Underline 3 things you know about beetles.

• Beetles need ants. • Beetles need water.

• Beetles grow. • Beetles make babies.

• Beetles need sugar.

 15. Write north, south, east, and west in the right boxes on the map.

 16. An arrow goes from the X. Which direction is that arrow going?

  

 17. An arrow goes from the Y. Which direction is that arrow going?

  

 18. An arrow goes from the Z. Which direction is that arrow going?

  

GO TO PART C IN YOUR TEXTBOOK.

X

Y

Z

8  Lesson 104 © SRA/McGraw-Hill.  All rights reserved.
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105
Story Items
 1. Andrew got an electric shock from .

• the TV plug   • the toaster   • the radio

 2. The electric shock changed Andrew. How did it change him?

  

 3. What was Andrew trying to fi nd out when he squeezed the 
doorknob?

  

 4. What happened when Andrew squeezed the doorknob?

  

 5. What happened when he pulled on the door?

• He pulled the door open.   • nothing

• He pulled the door off its hinges.

 6. How strong was Andrew now?

• as strong as an elephant   • as strong as a horse

• as strong as a super strong man

 7. Did Andrew run to the ball park or go in a car?

  

 8. As Andrew ran to the ball park, did many people recognize him?

  

 9. When Andrew got to the locker room, the game had already started. 

Which team was winning? 

 10. What did the fans do when they saw Andrew? 

 11. Andrew had a plan to fool the Wildcats. What was that plan?
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 12. What did Andrew do with the ball at the end of the story?

  

Review Items

 13. A speedometer tells about .

• miles   • miles per hour   • hours

 14. Write the letter of the plane that is in the coldest air. 

 15. Write the letter of the plane that is in the warmest air. 

Jar J is fi lled with ocean water. Jar K is fi lled with fresh water.

 16. Which jar is lighter? 

 17. Which jar will freeze at 32 degrees? 

 18. Will the other jar freeze above 32 degrees or below 32 degrees?

  

GO TO PART C IN YOUR TEXTBOOK.

F

G

D

E

5 miles high

4 miles high

3 miles high

2 miles high

1 mile high

J K

10  Lesson 105
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106

Lesson 106 11

Story Items

 1. How long is a football fi eld? 

 2. How long was the pass that Andrew made?

• 30 yards   • 60 yards   • 80 yards

 3. A Titan caught Andrew’s pass. Did that Titan score a touchdown?

  

 4. What was the score after the Titans scored a fi eld goal?

• 14 to 14   • 14 to 10   • 14 to 7

 5. Who was winning? 

 6. Andrew made the winning score by .

• running   • kicking   • passing

 7. The fans started leaving before the game was over because they 

thought the Titans .

 8. When Andrew fi nally made the winning score, how many seconds 

were left in the game? 

 9. When did Andrew quit playing for the Titans?

• during the championship game

• after the championship game

• during the spring

 10. What kind of job did Andrew get?

• working with the owners

• working with the coaches

• working with the kids

11. Why didn’t Andrew daydream as much after the Titans won the 

championship? 

Name
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 12. What happens when Andrew goes for walks? 

 

Review Items

 13. The tube is fi lled with water. Draw the skin that covers the top of the 
water.

Write the years where they belong on the time line.

•1997   •1991   •1995   •1992   •1999

 14.    

 15.   

 16.   

 17.   

 18.   

GO TO PART C IN YOUR TEXTBOOK.

1996

12  Lesson 106 © SRA/McGraw-Hill.  All rights reserved.
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A

 1. Find place A on map 1. What ocean is that? 

 2. What’s the name of country B? 

 3. Name 2 cities in country B.

  

 4. Find F on map 2. What’s the name of country F? 

 5. What happened in country F about 3 thousand years ago? 

  

 6. What’s the name of country G? 

 7. What’s the name of country H? 

 8. Name 2 girls who went to country H.  

107

Lesson 107 13

Map 1 Map 2

A B

G
F

H

Africa
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B  Story Items

 9. Underline 3 ways that people traveled 2 hundred years ago.

  • by car • by jet • by horse

  • by train • by walking • by water

 10. About how long would it take to go from New York City to San 
Francisco on a good horse?

• 3 days    • 3 weeks    • 3 months

 11. How long does that trip take on a jet?

• 6 hours    • 6 days    • 6 weeks

 12. How fast can an ocean liner go?

• 20 miles per hour    • 40 miles per hour

• 4 miles per hour

 13. About how long would it take to go from San Francisco to Japan on a 
sailing ship?

• 30 hours    • 30 days    • 30 weeks

 14. About how long does that trip take on an ocean liner?

• 5 hours    • 5 days    • 5 weeks

Review Items

 15. Roots keep a tree from .

 16. Roots carry  to all parts of the tree. 

GO TO PART D IN YOUR TEXTBOOK.

14  Lesson 107
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Story Items

 1. The picture shows the fi rst two rows of the word bank. Three words 
do not belong in this part of the word bank. Circle the words that do 
not belong.

what

you
is

we
telephone there

who

have

I

here
am

my are speedometer not
me

confusion
FRONT

 2. The people in Hohoboho only did one thing. What was that?

 3. All the words in Hohoboho stayed in a strange place called

.

Skill Item

 4. Compare object A and object B. Remember, fi rst tell how they’re the 
same. Then tell how they’re different.

  

  

  

108

Lesson 108 15

Object A Object B

Name
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Review Items

 5. When do trees begin to grow?  • in the winter  • in the spring

 6. Trees begin to grow when their roots get .

 7. A forest fi re may burn for .

• minutes  • hours  • weeks

 8. A forest fi re kills both  and .

• plants  • whales  • fi sh  • animals

 9. About how many years could it take for the forest to grow back?

•100 years  •20 years  •200 years 

 10. Underline 4 names that tell about time.

 • week • inch • centimeter • second

 • minute • meter • hour • yard

 11. Which is shorter, a meter or a yard?  

 12. Which is longer, a meter or a centimeter? 

 13. How many centimeters long is a meter? 

 14. How many ships sailed to Troy? 

 15. How long did the war between Greece and Troy go on?

  

 16. If the Greek army could get a few men inside the wall of Troy, these 
men could .

 17. Underline 3 ways that people traveled 2 hundred years ago. 

 • by water • by jet • by train 

• by walking   • by car   • by horse

GO TO PART D IN YOUR TEXTBOOK.

16  Lesson 108
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Story Items

 1. Why were the words in the back of the word bank so sad? 

 2. Which word sat closer to the front of the word bank, run or 

temperature? 

 3. Circle all the words that belong to the sit family.

 4. Cross out all the words that belong to the run family.

 • jump • hiding • runner • sat • glass

 • book  • see  • cup • rider • hot

 • eats  • ran  • sits  • sitting • running

 • sitter • fl ying • runs  • talked • sit

 5. Underline 3 relatives of the word walk.

• washer   • climbing   • walks   • wheeling

• walking   • weaver   • walker  

 6. Which word sat closer to the front of the word bank, running or 

maggot? 

 7. So which word was happier? 

 8. Underline 3 relatives of the word jump.

• jumper   • leaper   • happen   • sits

• jumps     • hops     • jumping

 9. Underline the 6 words that do not tell about doing something.

• hot   • hats   • hops   • running

• only • jump • look • blue

• and • sits • tall

109

Lesson 109 17

Name
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Skill Items

Here’s the rule: All the words in the front row were happy.

 10. The word run was not in the front row. So what else do you know 

about the word run? 

 11. The word eat was in the back row. So what else do you know about 

the word eat? 

 12. The word me was in the front row. So what else do you know about 

the word me? 

Review Items

Use these answers:  • 100 pounds  • 150 pounds  • 500 pounds

 13. About how much does a chimpanzee weigh? 

 14. About how much force can a chimpanzee pull with? 

 15. About how much does a leopard weigh? 

 16. About how much weight can a leopard carry? 

 17. How long is a football fi eld? 

 18. Underline 2 ways that a football team can move the ball down the 
fi eld.

• bounce   • slide   • pass   • run

 19. A second is a unit of .

• distance   • weight   • length   • time

GO TO PART D IN YOUR TEXTBOOK.
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Name 111
A

 1. The country to the north of the United States is .

 2. Which country is bigger, Japan or the United States?

  

 3. Which country is bigger, the United States or Canada?

  

 4. Is the United States bigger than most other countries or smaller than 

most other countries? 

 5. Which letter shows Alaska? 

 6. Which letter shows the rest of the United States? 

 7. Which letter shows Canada? 

Lesson 111 19

D

E

F
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B  Story Items

 8. On what day did the words in the word bank get moved?

 9. Let’s say that the word paper was said more often during the week. 
Would paper get moved toward the front or toward the back of 

  the word bank? 

 10. Let’s say the word passenger was moved toward the back of the word 
bank. Was passenger said more often or less often? 

  

 11. When a word got moved up in the word bank, how did the word feel?

 12. What was the only thing that the people in Hohoboho did before the 

big change? 

 13. The people in Hohoboho started to swim after the big change. Name 

3 more things they started to do. 1  

2   3  

 14. They started to do these things on .

   • Sunday   • Thursday   • Friday

GO TO PART D IN YOUR TEXTBOOK.

20  Lesson 111 © SRA/McGraw-Hill.  All rights reserved.
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112
Story Items

 1. How long did the announcements in the word bank usually take?

• 30 minutes   • 1 hour   • all day

 2. Did the announcements take more time or less time on the Friday 

after the big change? 

 3. Name 3 words that got moved over 100 rows.

  1   2   2  

 4. Underline the 2 words that had to leave row 1.

• some   • none   • only   • have

• did   • were   • run    • Mom

 5. Let’s say the word and got moved from row 1 to row 30. Was and 

said more often or less often? 

 6. Here are facts about how often some words were said each day. Some 
words sit in row 20. Some words sit in row 1. Circle the words that 
sit in row 1.

  • Is was said 120 times. • Run was said 100 times.

  • Had was said 110 times. • Book was said 4 times.

  • Good was said 3 times.  • Me was said 109 times.

  • Other was said 2 times. • Glass was said 6 times.

  • None was said 5 times.  • He was said 98 times.

  • Sit was said 105 times. • Climb was said 104 times.

Lesson 112 21
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Review Items

 7. Which army was Achilles in during the war between Troy and 

Greece? 

 8. How long was Achilles in the war? 

 9. Who was the greatest soldier of Troy? 

 10. Who won when Hector and Achilles fought? 

 11. Achilles rode around the wall of Troy in a .

 12. People who lived 80 thousand years ago did not have many things that 
we have today. Underline 9 things they did not have.

  • sky  • bones  • refrigerators • trees • computers

  • TV sets • trains • telephones • food  • rocks

  • books  • movies • stoves • cars  • dirt

Fill out the bank form below using these facts.

 • Your name is Zack Turner.

 • You’re going to put $200 in the bank.

 • You live at 222 York Street, Fort Worth, Texas.

 • Your phone number is 555-6121.

  13. Last name  14. First name 

 15. Phone number 

 16. Street address 

 17. City  18. State 

 19. How much money are you putting in the bank? 

GO TO PART C IN YOUR TEXTBOOK.

22  Lesson 112
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113
A

 1. If you go east from Australia, what ocean do you go through?

 2. If you go west from the United States, what ocean do you go 

through? 

B  Story Items

 3. Name the country where this part of the story takes place.

 4. What is a group of kangaroos called? 

 5. The mob moved from place to place when the mob ran out 
of .

• grass and weeds   • water and grass   • gas and food

 6. How do you know Toby wasn’t very important in the mob?

• He was at the front of the mob.
• He was not in a mob.
• He was at the back of the mob.

 7. What is a baby kangaroo called?
• mob  • joey  • cry baby

 8. Name the only 2 things Toby liked to do. 

 9. Did Toby’s mother like Toby? 

Lesson 113 23
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 10. Did Toby like to be called a joey? 

 11. Write the letter of the most important kangaroo in the mob.  

 12. Write the letter of Toby. 

 13. Write the letter of a kangaroo that is almost as important as the 

leader. 

GO TO PART D IN YOUR TEXTBOOK.

T

S
R

U

24  Lesson 113
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A

 1. What is the only country that has wild kangaroos?

• America    • Canada    • Australia

 2. Big kangaroos grow to be as big as a .

 3. Small kangaroos grow to be not much bigger than a .

• cow     • rabbit     • moose

 4. How long is a kangaroo when it is born? 

 5. Where does a baby kangaroo live right after it is born?

 6. How long does it live there? 

 7. How far can a kangaroo go in one jump? 

B  Story Items

 8. A kangaroo that sits on a hill and warns the mob when trouble is 

coming is called a .

 9. What does that animal do if there’s trouble?

• waves its tail    • stamps its foot    • screams

 10. Who told Toby he had to be a lookout? 

 11. Where did Toby go to be a lookout? 

114

Lesson 114 25
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 12. When Toby was a tiny kangaroo, hunters caught his father. 
What job did his father have when he was caught?

  

 13. Why did Toby’s father get caught? 

 14. Where did some kangaroos think Toby’s father was now?

   • on the other side of Australia

   • on the other side of the Pacifi c Ocean

   • on the other side of Turkey

 15. Toby’s father had a tail that was different from any other kangaroo’s 
tail. Name 2 ways that his father’s tail was different.

  

 16. After Toby got to the top of the hill, he did something he didn’t 

mean to do. What was that? 

 17. Who did Toby hear at the end of the story? 

GO TO PART D IN YOUR TEXTBOOK.
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A

 1. A peacock is a large .

  • fi sh • dog • bird

 2. The feathers of a male peacock are different from the feathers of other
birds. Underline 2 ways they are different.

  • longer • stronger • more colorful

  • older • shorter

 3. Do peacocks live as wild animals in Australia? 

 4. Which is more beautiful—a peacock’s feathers or a peacock’s 

voice? 

 5. What does a male peacock spread when it shows off?

 6. How long is a full-grown peacock from its head to the end of its tail? 

B  Story Items

 7. Name the leader of the hunters. 

 8. About how far was it from the mob to the ship? 

 9. What country was Mabel from? 

 10. In that country, Mabel ran a large .

115
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 11. Underline 2 kinds of animals Mabel wanted to catch in Australia.

  • peacocks • koalas  • platypuses

  • camels  • elephants • kangaroos

  • cuckoos

 12. Mabel didn’t plan to keep all the animals she caught. What was she 

going to do with the animals she didn’t keep?

 13. What did Toby do to signal the mob about the hunters?

  • smacked his tail • smacked his foot

• smacked his lips

 14. After Toby’s fi rst signal, the mob stood still. What did the mob do 

after Toby’s second signal? 

 15. What happened to Toby at the end of the story? 

 16. The hunters hoped to get 5 kangaroos. How many did they 

catch? 

 17. Who saved the other kangaroos? 

GO TO PART D IN YOUR TEXTBOOK.
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A

 1. How many seconds are in one minute? 

 2. Some clocks have a hand that moves fast. When that hand goes all the 
way around the clock, how much time has passed?

  • one hour • one minute  • one second

 3. The hand that moves fast went around 2 times. How much time 

passed? 

B

 4. What do we call the things that a ship carries? 

  Look at the picture of the ship. Write one of these names on 
each line:

  • stern • hold • deck • bulkhead • bow

 5. 

 6. 

 7. 

   8.  9. 
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 10. What do we call the part of the ship where the cargo is carried?

C  Story Items

 11. About how far did the sailors have to carry Toby? 

 12. What time of day was it when Toby reached the ship?

  • morning • noon • evening

 13. Name the part of the ship where the sailors threw Toby.

 14. Why couldn’t Toby see when he fi rst got there? 

 15. What did Toby smell? 

 16. Name the country that is just north of the United States.

 17. Underline 2 kinds of animals that were locked up with Toby.

  • snake • peacock • duck • kangaroo • turkey

 18. Which animal was showing off? 

 19. Where did that animal come from?

  • China • Turkey • India

 20. Name the country the ship is going to. 

GO TO PART E IN YOUR TEXTBOOK.
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A   Skill Items

 Here are three events that happened in the story:
  a. The police boat left and one of the sailors untied the 

 animals.
  b. Pip told the other animals that the trip to Canada 

 would take 10 days.
  c. The sailors tied up the animals and covered them 

 with blankets.

 1. Write the letter of the event that happened near the beginning 

of the story. 

 2. Write the letter of the event that happened in the middle of the 

  story. 

 3. Write the letter of the event that happened near the end of the 

  story. 

B   Story Items

 4. In what country are peacocks wild animals?

  • Turkey • Pacifi c • India • Japan • Canada • Australia

 5. Where was the ship when Toby got on it? 

 6. Name the country the ship was going to. 

 7. How long would that trip take? 

 8. What ocean was the ship crossing? 
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 9. How did Mabel and the captain break the law in Australia?

  • hunting peacocks • hunting lions

  • hunting on a game preserve

 10. Pip wanted the captain to stand behind him so that Pip would 
  look .

  • ugly • old • beautiful

 11. What did the captain drop over Pip?

 12. Why was Toby happy when he saw the police boat?

  • He thought he would be saved. 

  • He thought Mabel was coming.

  • He thought the captain was leaving.

 13. Did the peacock think that the police would help the animals?

  

 14. What was the police offi cer supposed to look at?

  • the stern • the cargo • the captain

 15. What was the real cargo? 

 16. What did Mabel say their cargo was? 

 17. Did Mabel lie about the cargo? 

GO TO PART C IN YOUR TEXTBOOK.
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A   Skill Items

Here are three events that happened in the story:

a. The sailors put Toby on a cart. b. The ship docked in Canada.

  c. Mabel took Toby to a circus.

 1. Write the letter of the event that happened near the beginning of 

the story. 

 2. Write the letter of the event that happened in the middle of the 

story. 

 3. Write the letter of the event that happened near the end of the 

story. 

B

 4. Which direction would you go to get from the main part of the 

United States to Canada? 

 5. Which country is larger—Canada or the United States?

 6. Where do more people live—in Canada or in the United States?

 7. Which country is warmer—Canada or the United States?

118
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 8. Write north, south, east, and west in the right boxes.

 9. Make an A on Canada.

 10. Make a T on the main part of the United States.

C   Story Items

 11. Name the country where the ship docked. 

 12. What time was it when they docked?

  • afternoon • evening • night

 13. Where did the truck take Toby? 

 14. What will he do there?

  • shoot a cannon • drive a truck

  • get shot from a cannon

 15. How did Toby feel at the end of the story? 

GO TO PART D IN YOUR TEXTBOOK.
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A   Skill Items

 Here are three events that happened in the story:
 a. The owner took Toby into a tent.
 b. Two boys threw papers at Toby.
 c. The owner told Toby to ride a bicycle backward on 

the high wire.

 1. Write the letter of the event that happened near the beginning of 

the story. 

 2. Write the letter of the event that happened in the middle of the 

story. 

 3. Write the letter of the event that happened near the end of the 

story. 

B

 4. Underline the place where a circus is sometimes held.

  • a train • a tent • a store

 5. Are all the acts on the ground? 

C   Story Items

 6. The owner told Toby that he had to do tricks if he wanted

  .
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 7. Was Toby part of a good circus? 

 8. Was Toby the only animal in the circus? 

 9. About how many people were in the stands? 

 Here are the announcements the owner made:

 a. Toby will ride a bicycle backward on the fl oor.

 b. Toby will ride a bicycle forward on the fl oor.

 c. Toby will ride a bicycle backward on the high wire.

 d. Toby will walk with the bicycle on the fl oor.

 10. Write the letter of the fi rst announcement the owner made. 

 11. Write the letter of the second announcement the owner made. 

 12. Write the letter of the third announcement the owner made. 

 13. Write the letter of the fourth announcement the owner made. 

 14. Write the letter of the easiest trick. 

 15. The owner told Toby to do different tricks. Which was easier, the 

fi rst trick or the second trick? 

 16. Did Toby do any tricks? 

 17. Will Toby get any food from the circus owner? 

GO TO PART D IN YOUR TEXTBOOK.
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A   

 1. Boxers wear large mittens when they box. What are those 

  mittens called? 

 2. What do we call the place where boxers box?

  • a rink     • a ring     • a square

 3. Is that place round? 

 4. What do the boxers do with the gloves? 

  

B  Story Items

 5. The circus owner told Toby that he had to do tricks if he wanted

  .

 6. Was Toby part of a good circus? 

 7. Why did the owner refund the people’s money?

• because it rained     • because the circus closed

• because Toby did not do any tricks

 8. The owner didn’t give Toby any food. Tell why. 

  

 9. How much did the circus owner pay for Toby?

• ten thousand dollars • a thousand dollars • a hundred dollars

Lesson 121 37
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 10. How much did Mabel pay the owner when she bought Toby 
back?

• ten thousand dollars • a thousand dollars • a hundred dollars

 11. Who made the best deal, Mabel or the owner? 

 12. Where did Mabel take Toby after she bought him back?

• Roadside Zoo    • Roadside Cafe    • City Zoo

 13. Did she make money when she sold Toby the second time?

  

 14. Toby recognized his father by looking at his .

Review Items

 15. Write the letter A on Australia.

 16. Write the letter B on the United States.

 17. Write the letter C on Canada.

 18. Write the letter D on the Pacifi c Ocean.

GO TO PART D IN YOUR TEXTBOOK.
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Story Items

 1. The two boxing kangaroos in the story were 

  .

 2. Who did the kangaroos hit? 

 3. Did the crowd like this act? 

 4. Why didn’t the crowd listen to Toby?

• People were clapping and yelling. 

• People were sleeping.     • People were eating.

 5. Who made the crowd become quiet? 

 6. Who told the police where to fi nd Mabel and the captain?

  

 7. What happened to Mabel and the captain?

  

 8. Pip decided to stay in Canada so he could .

• open a zoo     • entertain people

• box with kangaroos

 9. Name the country that Toby and his father went to at the end of 

  the story. 

 10. Why did the other kangaroos shout, “Hooray for Toby”?

  

122
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 11. Make an L on the leader of the mob.

 12. Make a T on Toby.

 13. Make an F on Toby’s father.

 14. Make an M on Toby’s mother.

Review Items

 15. Why did the circus owner refund the people’s money?

  

 16. How much did the circus owner pay for Toby?

  

 17. How much did Mabel pay the circus owner when she bought 

  Toby back? 

GO TO PART C IN YOUR TEXTBOOK.
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A   

 1. A word that sounds the same as another word is called a

  .

Write a homonym for each word below.

 2. four  6. to 

 3. ate  7. there 

 4. new  8. rode 

 5. hear  9. won 

 10. In the sentence below, underline each word that has a homonym.

She knew that he won four races.

B  Story Items

 11. Is Hohoboho a real place or is it a make-believe place?

  

 12. How did some words in the word bank get scars?

  

 13. Do the words run and eat have scars? 

 14. Why? 

123
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The words in the fi rst column had fi ghts with words in the second column. 
Draw a line to connect the words that fought with each other.

  right • • their

 15. here • • for

 16. there • • write

 17. two • • hear

 18. ate • • to

 19. four • • eight

Review Items

Use these answers: • 100 pounds  • 150 pounds  • 500 pounds

 20. About how much does a leopard weigh? 

 21. About how much weight can a leopard carry? 

 22. About how much does a chimpanzee weigh? 

 23. About how much force can a chimpanzee pull with? 

 24. How long is a football fi eld? 

 25. Underline 2 ways that a football team can move the ball down the 
fi eld.

• run   • slide   • pass   • bounce

GO TO PART D IN YOUR TEXTBOOK.
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Story Items

 1. The words there and their were always fi ghting because they are the 
same in one way. Name that way.

  

 2. What is different about there and their?

  

 3. How many other words sound the same as three? 

 4. How many fi ghts did the word three have? 

 5. The word one had fi ghts with another word. Write that word. Be 

  sure to spell that word correctly. 

 6. The word four had fi ghts with another word. Write that word. Be 

  sure to spell that word correctly. 

 7. The word eight had fi ghts with another word. Write that word. Be 

  sure to spell that word correctly. 

 8. Write two words that the word two had fi ghts with. Spell the words 

  correctly. 1   2

Review Items

 9. Which animal is safer, a cow or an elephant? 

 10. Why? 

 11. What do people keep in banks? 

 12. A second is a unit of .

• weight  • length  • time  • distance

Lesson 124 43
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 13. What is a group of kangaroos called? 

 14. What is a baby kangaroo called? 

 15. What is the only country that has wild kangaroos? 

 16. How far can a kangaroo go in one jump? 

 17. Which letter shows a kangaroo? 

 18. Which letter shows a koala? 

GO TO PART D IN YOUR TEXTBOOK.

X

Y

Z
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Story Items

 1. The words new and knew had lots of fi ghts because they are the same 
in one way. Name that way.

  

 2. Did the people in Hohoboho start talking very early in the morning?

  

 3. Why was the word bank calm early in the morning?

  

 4. Some words in the word bank wore earplugs. Tell why. 

  

 5. A change was made in the word bank so that words like won and one 
would stop fi ghting. The words were .

• spoken   • written   • drawn

 6. Let’s say someone in Hohoboho said, “It’s over there.” Which word 

  would get the point, there or their? 

 7. Let’s say someone in Hohoboho said, “I have two dogs.” Which word 

  would get the point, to, too, or two? 

 8. Were there any more fi ghts in the word bank after the change was 

  made? 

Skill Item

 9. Compare the word eight and the word ate. Remember, fi rst tell how 
they’re the same. Then tell how they’re different.

  

  

125
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Review Items

 10. Henry Ouch went for a vacation. He left San Francisco on a large 

  ship. That ship went to Japan. Which direction did it go? 

 11. How far was that trip? 

 12. What ocean did Henry cross? 

 13. The ship passed some islands. How did Henry know they were 

  islands? 

 14. Henry could see palm trees on some islands. He knew that the 

  branches of a palm tree are called .

 15. He also knew the name of the large hard things that grow on some 

  palm trees. What are those things called? 

 16. When Henry got thirsty, he drank little drops of water that formed on 
the deck early in the morning. What are those drops called?

  

 17. Henry did not drink water from the ocean. Why not? 

  

 18. Henry did not like it when the temperature dropped because Henry’s 
body worked like the bodies of other insects. Henry was 

  –blooded.

 19. Sometimes the temperature inside his body was higher than your 
normal temperature. What’s your normal body temperature?

  

 20. Sometimes the temperature inside his body was lower than your 
normal temperature. When would the temperature inside his body 

  get lower? 

GO TO PART D IN YOUR TEXTBOOK.
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Story Items

 1. New fi ghts started as soon as the words were written on the screen. 
The words that fought were the same in one way. Name that way.

  

 2. How were they different from each other? 

  

The words in the fi rst column had fi ghts with words in the second column. 
Draw a line to connect the words that fought with each other.

  3. two • • new

  4. hear • •  there

  5. for • • right

  6. their • • to

  7. won • • one

  8. eight • • here

  9. write • • four

  10. knew • • ate

 11. Let’s say that someone in Hohoboho said, “Those dogs had a terrible 
row.” The word that would get the point rhymes with .

  • how  • no

 12. Let’s say that someone in Hohoboho said, “Do you live here?” 
The word that would get the point rhymes with .

  • dive • give

 13. Someone in Hohoboho said, “Did you read this book?” The word 
that would get the point rhymes with .

  • need  • bed

126
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 14. Someone in Hohoboho said, “Please stand in the bow of the boat.” 
The word that would get the point rhymes with .

  • how  • no

 15. Someone in Hohoboho said, “He uses a bow and arrow for hunting.” 
The word that would get the point rhymes with .

  • how • no

Review Items

 16. When a pond gets colder, which way does the temperature go?

  

 17. A car gets hotter. So what do you know about the temperature of the 

  car? 

 18. Some clocks have a hand that moves fast. When that hand goes all 
the way around the clock, how much time has passed?

  

 19. The hand that moves fast went around 6 times. How much time 

  passed? 

 20. In what country are peacocks wild animals? 

GO TO PART C IN YOUR TEXTBOOK.
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A

For each contraction below, write the two words that make up the 
contraction.

  CONTRACTION  FIRST WORD  SECOND WORD

 1. you’ll  

 2. I’ve  

 3. he’ll  

 4. shouldn’t  

 5. we’re  

 6. aren’t  

B  Story Items

 7. The words one and won used to fi ght because they are the same in 

  one way. Name that way. 

 8. Write two words that the word two used to have fi ghts with. Spell 

  the words correctly. 

 9. A change was made in the word bank so that words like one and won 
would stop fi ghting. What was the change?

  

 10. Write the word that would fi ght with tear if the words were written.

  

 11. If someone in Hohoboho says the word you’ve, two words get one 
point. Name those two words.

  

127
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 12. Name the word that gets one-half point. 

 13. If someone in Hohoboho says the word wouldn’t, two words get one 
point. Name those two words.

  

 14. Name the word that gets one-half point. 

Write the letter or letters that are missing for each contraction.

 15. couldn’t   17. she’ll  

 16. we’ve   18. you’re  

Review Items

 19. Underline the 3 relatives of the word talk.

  • sits • talked • talking • hopped • walker • talker

 20. Let’s say that someone in Hohoboho said, “I will row the boat across 
the lake.” The word that would get the point rhymes with .

  • how    • no

 21. Let’s say that someone in Hohoboho said, “I have a live bird in my 
room.” The word that would get the point rhymes with .

  • dive    • give

 22. Let’s say that someone in Hohoboho said, “Have you read this 
book?” The word that would get the point rhymes with .

  • need    • bed

GO TO PART D IN YOUR TEXTBOOK.
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 1. Some of the letters on the 
time line do not have dates.
Write the following dates 
where they belong.

  • 1950

  • 2100

  • 1885

 

2140A

B

2020C

D
You were born.E

1900H

1960F

G

128
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Now2.

You were born.3.

Men landed on the

moon.

4.

The first airplane was

made.

5.

The United States became

a country.

6.

Write the years for 
the things shown 
on this time line.

  • 1903

  • 1969

  • 1524

  • 1776

  • 2113

 7. Underline the 5 years that are in the past.

  • 2009     • 1871     • 1994     • 1990

  • 2990     • 1490     • 690      • 3690

GO TO PART E IN YOUR TEXTBOOK.
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Story Items

 1. Why were Eric and Tom on the mountain?

  • They were cutting down trees.

  • They were picking fl owers.

  • They were at a picnic. 

 2. The time machine looked like a .

  • giant pile    • giant pill    • giant clock

 3. How did Tom feel when he saw the time machine?

  • happy    • scared    • sad

 4. Did Eric feel the same way? 

 5. In what year did Eric and Tom fi nd the time machine? 

 6. What year was Thrig from? 

 7. That year is .

  • in the past    • in the future

 8. Why couldn’t Thrig go back to that year?

  • He was too lazy.

  • He was too weak. 

  • He was too busy.

 9. What did Eric do that closed the door of the time machine?

  • sat down    • stood up    • pulled on a handle

 10. What did Eric do to make the time machine move in time?

  • sat down    • stood up    • pulled on a handle

129
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Now

You were born.12.

Men landed on the

moon.

13.

The first airplane was

made.

14.

The United States became

a country.

15.

11.

 Review Items

Write the years for 
the things shown 
on this time line.

  • 1903

  • 1969

  • 1524

  • 1776

GO TO PART C IN YOUR TEXTBOOK.
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131
A

 1. Look at the years in the list below. Underline the 4 years that are in the 
past.

• 1920      • 1996      • 1790

• 1650      • 2380      • 2560

 2. What year did Eric and Tom start their trip? 

 3. What year was Thrig from? 

 4. Thrig was from a year in the .

• past      • future

B  Review Items

 5. The time machine took Eric and Tom to .

  • New York

  • Japan

  • San Francisco

 6. How did Eric and Tom fi nd out where they were?

  • They asked 3 boys.

  • They listened to the radio.

  • They found a newspaper.
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 7. In what year did Tom and Eric see the San Francisco 

  earthquake? 

 8. Where did Eric and Tom sleep?

   • in a hotel     • in a barn     • in the street

 9. In 1906, most of the streets in San Francisco were .

   • dirt     • tar     • brick

 10. Most of the houses were made of .

   • brick     • glass     • wood

 11. The streetlights were .

   • not as bright     • brighter

 12. Underline the 3 items that tell how people got from place to place.

   • horses     • bicycles     • vans

   • trucks     • wagons     • planes

 13. Fires started when the  lines broke.

   • water     • gas     • phone

 14. What made the street crack?

   • a fl ood     • a fi re     • an earthquake

 15. What happened to Eric at the end of the story?

  

  

GO TO PART D IN YOUR TEXTBOOK.
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The year Thrig was from4.

Now5.

You were born.6.

Eric and Tom were in San Francisco.7.

The United States became a country.8.

Eric and Tom were in Egypt.9.

A

 1. In what year did Eric and Tom fi nd the time machine? 

 2. What year was Thrig from? 

 3. In what year did Eric fall into an earthquake crack? 

  The time line shows events. Write the year for each event.

• 2400  • 2100  • 1900  • 1906  • 2 thousand years ago

  • 5 thousand years ago  • 1776  • 1886

132
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B  Story Items

 10. Where did Eric and Tom go after leaving San Francisco?

  

 11. Is San Francisco in the United States? 

 12. Is Egypt in the United States? 

 13. When kings and queens of Egypt died, they were buried inside a 
.

  • mummy     • pyramid     • palace

 14. Underline the 2 things Tom took from the time machine.

  • handle    • clock    • fl ashlight    • scale

  • dial    • tape recorder    • camera

 15. If you remember the things that happened in the story, you have 
learned some rules about the time machine. One rule tells about the 
handle of the time machine. If you pull the handle down, you move 

 in time.

  • forward    • backward

 16. Another rule has to do with the door of the time machine. When you 
sit down in the seat of the time machine, what happens to 

  the door? 

GO TO PART E IN YOUR TEXTBOOK.
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A

  The time line shows events. Write the year for each event.

133

The year Thrig was from1.

Now2.

You were born.3.

Eric and Tom were in San Francisco.4.

The United States became a country.5.

Eric and Tom were in Egypt.6.
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B   Story Items

 7. Just before the fi rst soldier appeared, Tom took out his .

  • watch    • radio    • tape recorder    • fl ashlight

 8. Did the soldier speak English? 

 9. At fi rst, was the soldier friendly? 

 10. Could Tom understand the soldier? 

 11. What did the soldiers in Egypt think Tom was?

  • the sun     • the sun god     • a king

 12. How did Tom try to show that he was a sun god?

  • by shining a fl ashlight    • by playing a tape recorder

  • by singing sun songs

 13. Where did the soldier take Tom and Eric?

  • to the Nile     • to the palace     • in a pyramid

 14. What year were Eric and Tom from? 

Review Items

 15. Write the letters of the 3 names that tell about distance or length.

  

 16. Write the letters of the 3 names that tell about time. 

 17. Write the letter of the one name that tells about temperature. 

 18. Write the letters of the 2 names that tell about speed. 

  a. weeks d. miles g. meters per week

  b. hours e. centimeters h. years

  c. miles per hour f. degrees i. meters

GO TO PART D IN YOUR TEXTBOOK.
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A

 1. When a person makes an object for the fi rst time, the person 

 the object.

 2. The object is called .

  • an invention    • an inventor    • an airplane

 3. Most of the things that we use every day were invented after the 
year .

  • 1800    • 1900    • 2200

 4. Underline the things that were invented after the year 1800.

  • shoes    • buildings    • fl ashlights    • doors

  • swords    • wagons    • cars

 5. Underline the 5 things that were not invented by anybody.

  • chairs   • horses   • fl owers   • grass   • planes

  • bottles   • snakes   • spiders   • rugs

B  Story Items

 6. The people in Egypt did not have cold milk because they didn’t have 
.

  • cows     • goats     • refrigerators

 7. Why didn’t the king believe that Tom was a sun god?

  • because the sun wasn’t shining

  • because Tom was too young

  • because the fl ashlight didn’t work 

134
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Write the years for the things shown on this time line.

 14. What did the king do to the fl ashlight?

  • turned it on    • made it work    • threw it on the fl oor 

 15. What year were Eric and Tom from? 

Review Item

 16. Underline the 9 places that are in the United States.

  • Texas • Chicago • China

  • Egypt • Japan • Lake Michigan

  • Alaska • Italy • San Francisco

  • Turkey • Ohio • New York City

  • California • Denver • Australia

GO TO PART D IN YOUR TEXTBOOK.

The year Thrig was from8.

Now9.

You were born.10.

Eric and Tom were in San Francisco.11.

The United States became a country.12.

Eric and Tom were in Egypt.13.
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A

 1. Write north, south, east, and west in the boxes to show the directions.

 2. Make an L where Italy is.

 3. Make an E where Egypt is.

 4. Make a C where Greece is.

 5. Make a K where Turkey is.

 6. Greece is  of Egypt.

  • north and west  • south and west  • south and east

 7. Greece is  of Turkey.

135

 Africa
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B  Story Items

 8. What did Tom use in this story to make the king think he was a god?

  • fl ashlight   • radio   • tape recorder

 9. Why didn’t Tom use the fl ashlight?

   

 10. Name the river that fl owed near the city in Egypt.

   

 11. Which is the smarter way to move grain—by wagons or by raft?

   

 12. Why didn’t the people in Egypt use trucks to haul things?

   

 13. Eric and Tom saw some huge stones on rafts. What were the 
stones for?     

 14. Did the handle of the time machine go up or down when the 
boys left Egypt?  

 15. So did they go forward or backward in time?

   

GO TO PART C IN YOUR TEXTBOOK.
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A

 1. Part of Greece went to war with .

 2. The war began because a queen from  

  ran away with a man from .

 3.  ships went to war against Troy.

  • A hundred    • A thousand    • A million

 4. How long did the war last?  

 5. What kept the soldiers from getting inside Troy?

   

 6. At last, the Greek army built a  .

 7. What was inside this object?  

 8. What did the men do at night?

  • slept    • opened the gate    • rang a bell

B  Story Items

 9. Where did the time machine take Eric and Tom after they left Egypt?

  • Turkey    • Greece    • Troy

 10. Is Greece in the United States?  

136
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 11. What was the teacher in the story wearing?

  • a suit

  • a robe

  • a cape

 12. The teacher wanted the students to argue so they would learn 
to .

  • fi ght

  • think clearly

  • make long speeches

 13. Where were the ships going?  

 14. At the end of the story, Eric and Tom left Greece. Which way did they 
move the handle in the time machine—up or down?

   

 15. So will they go forward in time or backward in time?

   

 16. Will they go very far in time? 

 
GO TO PART D IN YOUR TEXTBOOK.
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A

 1. Underline 3 things that were true of humans 40 thousand years ago.

  • They lived in houses.

  • They wore animal skins. 

  • They wore hats.

  • They were taller than people of today.

  • They were shorter than people of today.

  • They rode bikes.

  • They lived in caves. 

B  Story Items

 2. The force on Eric and Tom was very great when they left Greece 
because the time machine .

  • was broken     • went very far back in time

  • was on a mountain

 3. How far back in time were the boys in this story?

  • 40 thousand years   • 5 thousand years

  • 4 thousand years  • 3 thousand years

 4. Underline 3 kinds of animals the boys saw 40 thousand years ago.

  • lions   • saber-toothed tigers   • horses

  • bears   • alligators   • mammoths   • cows

 5. Underline 2 ways a mammoth was different from an elephant of today.

 • short tusks   • long tusks   • short hair   • long hair

137
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 6. Underline 2 ways a saber-toothed tiger was different from a tiger of 
today.

  • no ears    • no teeth    • long teeth

  • long tail    • short tail

 7. The door of the time machine wouldn’t close because

  .

 8. What scared the mammoth away? 

 9. Some humans ran toward the time machine. What were those 
humans wearing?

  • shoes     • animal skins     • hats

 10. What was Tom trying to do with the long branch?

  • hit the humans     • straighten the bent door

  • move the seat

Review Items

 11. Which picture shows the largest force?  

 12. Which picture shows the smallest force?  

 S R Q P N

GO TO PART D IN YOUR TEXTBOOK.
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A

Write the time for each event shown on the time line.

  • 3 thousand years ago     • 4 thousand years in the future

  • 40 thousand years ago

Eric and Tom were in the city of the future.1.

The year Thrig was from2.

Now3.

You were born.4.

Eric and Tom were in San Francisco.5.

The United States became a country.6.

Greece and Troy went to war.7.

Eric and Tom were in Egypt.8.

Eric and Tom saw a saber-toothed tiger.9.

138
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B  Story Items

 10. Where did Eric and Tom go after they left the cave people?

 • San Francisco    • Turkey    • city of the future

 11. About how many years from now were Tom and Eric in the city of the 
future?

 • 400 years   • 40 thousand years   • 4 thousand years

 12. Could all the people in the city understand Eric and Tom? 

 13. Why could the old man understand them?

  • He studied old machines.

  • He studied old languages.

  • He studied old people.

 14. The people in the city of the future did not fi x their machines. 

  What fi xed their machines? 

 15. Eric and Tom couldn’t get a machine that would help them work their 
time machine because their time machine was .

  • too big     • too old     • too heavy

 16. Why did the people of the future use such simple language?

  • They didn’t think much. 

  • They didn’t have much time.

  • They didn’t have any schools.

 17. After Eric and Tom left the city of the future, they saw a ship. Was it a 
modern ship or was it an old-time ship?

  

GO TO PART D IN YOUR TEXTBOOK.
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Story Items

 1. Where did Eric and Tom go after leaving the city of the future?

   

 2. Who discovered America? 

 3. When did he discover America? 

 4. Is Spain in the United States? 

 5. In what year were Eric and Tom in Spain? 

 6. Is the world round or fl at? 

 7. Did Columbus think the world was round or fl at? 

 8. Did the fat man think the world was round or fl at? 

 9. The fat man thought that if Columbus sailed to America his ships 
would .

 • go downhill

 • get caught in whirlpools

 • sail off the edge of the earth

 10. What went into the time machine at the end of the story?

   

 11. The fat man didn’t like the dog because .

 • the dog was white

 • the dog bit a worker

 • the dog ate wood

139
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Review Items

 12. Write north, south, east, and west in the boxes to show the directions.

 13. Greece is  of Turkey. 

 14. Greece is  of Egypt.

• south and east   • south and west   • north and west

GO TO PART E IN YOUR TEXTBOOK.
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A

Write the time for each event shown on the time line.

Eric and Tom were in the city of the future.1.

The year Thrig was from2.

Now3.

You were born.4.

Eric and Tom were in San Francisco.5.

The United States became a country.6.

Greece and Troy went to war.8.

Columbus discovered America.7.

Eric and Tom were in Egypt.9.

Eric and Tom saw a saber-toothed tiger.10.

Lesson 141    73
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B  Story Items

 11. Who did the dog like—Eric or Tom? 

 12. The fat man ran away from the time machine because he 
was .

  • hungry     • frightened     • in a hurry

 13. Eric wanted to take the dog with them in the time machine because he 
was afraid that the soldiers would .

  • hurt the dog     • hurt the fat man

  • steal the time machine 

 14. Which way did Tom move the handle when they left Spain?

   

 15. Did he move the handle in the right direction? 

 16. Did Eric and Tom go forward in time or backward in time?

   

 17. The boys saw a ship when the door of the time machine opened. 
What kind of ship was it?

  • a Greek ship

  • a ship that Columbus sailed

  • a Viking ship

GO TO PART D IN YOUR TEXTBOOK.
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Story Items

 1. Tom and Eric found a dog in Spain. Write 3 things that tell what 

  the dog looked like. 

 2. Which way did Tom move the handle when they left Spain?

   

 3. Did he move the handle in the right direction? 

 4. Did the boys go forward in time or backward in time?

   

 5. After the boys left Spain, they saw a ship when the door of the time 
machine opened. What kind of ship was it?

   

 6. In what year were Eric and Tom in the Land of the Vikings?

   

Here are some things the Vikings said:

  • Su urf.      • Ul fas e mern. 

 7. Circle the words that mean Come with me.

 8. Underline the words that mean I like that.

 9. Why couldn’t Eric and Tom understand what the Vikings said?

  • They didn’t speak.     • Their language was different. 

  • They talked too fast. 

 10. Underline 2 things that tell what the Vikings wore.

  • animal skins   • glasses   • helmets   • slippers

142
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 11. Why did the Vikings like Tom and Eric’s dog?

  • It beat their best dog.    • It was white.

  • It was hungry. 

 12. The boys were eating inside the large building. How many 

  windows were in that building? 

 13. What did the Vikings use to eat their meat? 

 14. Which direction do you go to get from Italy to the Land of the 

  Vikings? 

Review Item

 15. Underline 3 things that were true of humans 40 thousand years ago.

  a. They wore hats.

  b. They were shorter than people of today.

  c. They lived in caves.

  d. They drove cars.

  e. They lived in pyramids.

  f.  They rode bikes.

  g. They were taller than people of today.

  h. They wore animal skins.

GO TO PART D IN YOUR TEXTBOOK.
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A

 1. What year were Eric and Tom from? 

 2. About how many years in our future is the city of the future?

  

 3. What year was Thrig from? 

 4. In what year were Eric and Tom in San Francisco? 

 5. In what year did Columbus discover America? 

 6. In what year were Eric and Tom in the Land of the Vikings? 

  

 7. How far back in time were Eric and Tom when they were in 

  Greece? 

 8. How far back in time were Eric and Tom when they were in 

  Egypt? 

 9. How far back in time were Eric and Tom when they saw the cave 

  people? 

B  Story Items

 10. Tom and Eric ate inside a large building. How many windows 

  were in that building? 

 11. The Vikings from the other village wore .

  • leg bands     • head bands     • arm bands

 12. What did Tom use to stop the fi ghting?

  • tape recorder    • radio    • fl ashlight

 13. Tom said he was the god of .

143Name
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 14. Which way did Tom move the handle when the boys left the Land 

  of the Vikings? 

 15. Did they go forward in time or back in time? 

 16. What season was it when the door of the time machine opened?

  

 17. What was Tom looking for when he left the time machine?

• people     • animals     • snow

 18. What did Tom hear when he was in the grove?

 • Vikings • bells • people

 19. Why did Tom get lost on his way back to the time machine?

  

GO TO PART D IN YOUR TEXTBOOK.

Review Items

 20. Write the letters of the 9 places that are in the United States.

  

 21. The United States is one country in North America. Write the letters of 

  the 2 other countries that are in North America. 

 a. Japan h. Greece n. Denver
 b. Turkey i. New York City o. Spain
 c. Canada j. Texas p. California
 d. Land of the Vikings k. San Francisco q. China
 e. Alaska l. Ohio r. Italy
 f. Mexico m. Egypt s. Chicago
 g. Lake Michigan
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A

 1. The United States used to be part of .

• Spain     • England     • Italy

 2. When the United States announced that it was a country, England went 
to war with the United States. Who was the leader of the United States 
Army during the war?

• George Wilson      • Abe Lincoln

• George Washington

 3. Which country won the war? 

 4. Who was the fi rst president of the United States?

  

 5. Who is the president of the United States today?

  

B  Story Items

 6. In the Land of the Vikings, what did Tom use to stop the fi ghting?

  

 7. After leaving the Land of the Vikings, did the boys go forward in 

  time or backward in time? 

 8. What was Tom looking for when he left the time machine?

• people     • food     • warm clothes

144
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 9. Why did Tom get lost on his way back to the time machine?

  

 10. In what year were Eric and Tom in Concord? 

 11. Is Concord in the United States? 

 12. When Eric and Tom were in Concord, the United States was at war. 
Which country was winning that war in 1777? 

  

 13. Who led Tom and Robert to Eric? 

 14. Tom and Eric could understand the people in Concord. Tell why.

  

 15. The English soldiers were looking for spies. What would they do 

  to spies that they found? 

 16. The English soldiers were shooting at Tom, Eric, and Robert because 
the soldiers thought that they were shooting at .

• Vikings     • an enemy     • friends

 17. The English soldiers wore  coats.

• long     • warm     • red

GO TO PART D IN YOUR TEXTBOOK.
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Write the time for each event shown on the time line.

Eric and Tom were in the city of the future.1.

The year Thrig was from2.

Now3.

You were born.4.

Eric and Tom were in San Francisco.5.

Eric and Tom were in Concord.6.

The United States became a country.7.

Greece and Troy went to war.10.

Columbus discovered America.8.

Eric and Tom were in the land of the Vikings.9.

Eric and Tom were in Egypt.11.

Eric and Tom saw a saber-toothed tiger.12.

145
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B  Story Items

 13. Who led Eric, Tom, and Robert to the time machine?

  

 14. Robert decided not to go with Eric and Tom. What was he going to 
do?

• join the English army     • join Washington’s army

• become president

 15. The door of the time machine wouldn’t close because something 

  was frozen. What was frozen? 

 16. What was inside the door on the dashboard?

• a tape recorder    • a microphone    • a fl ashlight

 17. Did Tom and Eric tell the other kids where they got the dog?

  

 18. What did Tom and Eric name the dog? 

GO TO PART D IN YOUR TEXTBOOK.
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